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The Intelligent Analytics Portal
Before you go thinking we’re another BI or analytics tool - we’re not!  Digital 
Hive is designed to drive more value from your existing technology investments, 
by providing an intelligent analytics portal focused on delivering content from 
analytics and BI tools, content management systems and file systems – on-
premises and in the cloud. With Digital Hive’s analytics portal, organizations 
can improve decision-making and quickly achieve desired outcomes: enabling 
vision, driving growth or transformation, strengthening their bottom-line. Deliver 
a personalized experience and help business users discover information that’s 
relevant to them, instantly. 

Up and Running in Days

We’re ready set up to connect directly to any analytics, BI or content system in 
real-time, ensuring that each user inherits the security that has been set from 
each underlying system. Admins can connect to and update these sources in 
seconds using a new wizard interface. In minutes, they can also design custom, 
company-branded portals – called ‘Hives’ – that present that data in ways relevant 
to different roles, business units and project teams.



Simple, Fast & Modern UX

Simplified & Centralized Analytics Experience

By providing a single, shared organizational view, federated search across tools 
and custom branding, Digital Hive helps drive systems adoption, improve data 
literacy and deliver what the company calls ‘data stories’ for better decision 
making and business performance.

No-Code Data Stories

Digital Hive ‘Storyboards’ enable you to drag, drop and view key reports, analytics 
assets, presentations, videos and more, side by side in a single view - irrespective 
of the business system they reside in. Regardless of the role or department, 
non-BI information such as data definitions, report explanations, corporate 
presentations, RSS feeds and tutorial videos, alongside
analytics assets - enabling data literacy and providing insight to make effective
data-driven decisions across the business.



“The big benefit with Digital Hive is that it enables me to very 
quickly model something, then go create it and just as quickly 
change something. That means I can design and build at the same 
time, which has always really cut the cost and simplified the entire 
effort of building a personalized travel cost and management portal 
for a customer.”
Darren Williams - Clarity

Head of Finance Operations, Management Information & 
Data
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